Introduction and a problem
This paper establishes a simple characterization of non-finitely generated groups, uses small cancellation arguments to produce useful sufficient conditions for applying the characterization, and produces an example of a group solving the following problem:
Problem. Does there exist a finitely generated group G and a monomorphism LX : G+ G such that the subgroup H = nQ, a"(G)
is non-finitely generated? Equivalently, in the ascending HNN-extension G* = (G, t; t-k = a(x) (x E G)) ,
can G be finitely generated but have subgroup H = ,(;I, t-"Gt"
which is non-finitely generated?
The solution of this problem given below shows that in fact the ascending HNN-extension G* = (x, y, t; xy = (x~Y~)~, t-'xt = x3, t-'yt = y') will satisfy the conditions. This problem was suggested by M. Mihalik. Examples such as G* are of interest in the study of the cohomology and end-theory of finitely presented groups. One of the basic unsolved questions in the cohomology of groups is whether every finitely presented group G has free abelian second cohomology with ZG coefficients. If G is finitely presented and (Y : G * G is a monomorphism, then the resulting ascending HNN-extension G* does have free abelian second cohomology with ZG* coefficients [3] . If G is merely finitely generated G* may nevertheless be finitely presented (as in the example above) and it appears that the geometric argument of [3] cannot be modified for this case. Such examples therefore provide an interesting collection of possible counterexamples to the above question. The additional property, that nnEo t-"Gt" is non-finitely generated provides a geometric pathology that may facilitate the search for a counterexample.
The results of this paper are relatively straightforward, involving direct analyses of group presentations and the basic ideas of small cancellation theory. Some of these results may already be known in some form but the current treatment is nearly self-contained and organized around the solution of the above problem.
The characterization theorem
The first step in the solution of the problem is to characterize non-finitely generated groups by a property useful in actually constructing examples. Let (I, 5) be a linear order and let Ft be the free group with generators X1 = {xi: i E Z}. The main examples will be when Z is the set of natural numbers w = {%I,& *. .> or when Z is the set of integers Z, each with the usual orderings.
Definition.
A subset S C Ft has the repeated maximum index (RMI) property if for every non-trivial word xF;xr; . . * xi"," E S (ek = 21, i, E Z) there exist j and j', 15 j < j' 5 II such that ii = ii, = max{i,: 15 k 5 n} in the given ordering. (b) Zf G is a countable non-finitely generated group, then G z F,IN for some normal subgroup N of F, satisfying the repeated maximum index property.
Proof. (a) Assume F,IN is finitely generated. Then for some finite subset I' c I, F,IN is generated by {xi/N: i E Z'}. Let i* E Z be larger than all elements of I'.
Then for some word w = xF;xFl.. *x:," with i, E I', WIN = xi,lN, i.e. wxi_l E N.
But the maximum index in wxzQ' occurs just once contradicting the RMI property for N.
(b) Suppose G = {g,: II E W} with g, = 1, and define 4: F, + G as follows. Let 4(x,) = g, and for n > 0 let 4(x,) = g, where k is the least natural number such that g,gf({+(xJ:
I < a}). Since G is not generated by a finite set, such a k always exists so 4 is defined on generators and extends to a homomorphism of F, into G. Note that 4(x,) = g, implies k > n so g, E ({4(x,): i < k}). Thus $J is onto and G s F, lN where N = ker 4. Finally N satisfies the RMI property since if ii is the unique maximum index in xf;x:: . . . xi"," E N, then solving for xi, contrary to the definition of 4. 0
As an example, the group (xi (i E H): xi = x:+~) (which is isomorphic to the group of dyadic rationals under addition, xi ++ 2-') is non-finitely generated since any word derived from the relations xi = x;+~ must have an even number of occurrences of the generator of maximum index, i.e. the normal subgroup generated by { xix,;:1 : i E Z} satisfies the RMI property. Every non-finitely generated group has a presentation (X1; R) such that R satisfies the RMI property. However, not every presentation of a non-finitely generated group will have relators satisfying the RMI property (there is no inherent ordering of the generators) and not every (X1; R) with R satisfying the RMI property will be non-finitely generated (the normal subgroup generated by R may fail the RMI property). The next section considers stronger conditions on R sufficient to guarantee that the normal subgroup generated by R satisfies the RMI property so that (X1; R) will be non-finitely generated.
Applying small cancellation theory
The conditions in the main theorem below are arranged so that in a derivation of an element of the normal subgroup generated by a set of relators, the cancellations involved must always leave (at least) a pair of generators of maximum index. The main tool to be applied is the basic machinery of small cancellation theory. The reader is referred to the text by Lyndon and Schupp [l, Chapter V] for a more detailed discussion.
Let F be the free group on a set X of generators, and suppose R c F. Then (X; R) = FIN where N is the normal subgroup of F generated by R. The basic technique of small cancellation theory is to take, for each w E N, a planar A diagram over F is an oriented map M together with a function 4 assigning to each edge e a label 4(e) E F with the convention that $(e-') = 4(e)-'. If (Y = e1e2 *. . e, is a path, then the label of (Y is $(cx) = $(e1)$(e2).
. and (eL3,))' respectively, +(a,) # ~$(a,) ( i.e. adjacent regions are not labeled by an inverse pair when labelling from the common edge e). Note that a vertex of degree 2 can be deleted from a diagram and the incident edges e, and e2 united and relabeled by $(e,)+(e,) without affecting the labels of paths and regions in the diagram.
* $(e,
The basic facts then are as follows, taking R to be a symmetrized set and N to be the normal subgroup generated by R. A boundary cycle 6 of a connected, simply connected R-diagram M always has label +(a) E N. Essentially, there must exist a path y = CX~~~,CY,~~*S,CY~~*~ (Y,~~,cY,, where each ai is a boundary cycle of a region of M and each (Y~ is a path from the start of 6; to the start of 6 such that by deleting successive edge pairs of the form eeC', y reduces to the boundary cycle 6. Then where the cyi and ai disjoint, labeling +(czi) = ui, and $(Sj) = Y; and then simplifying the diagram by identifying successive edges whose labels are inverses in essentially the same pattern as in freely reducing the product of conjugates to get w. In fact, there exists a reduced R-diagram with boundary cycle labeled by any given w E N. Thus connected, simply connected, reduced Rdiagrams in which boundary cycle labels are reduced without cancellation are adequate to determine membership in N. For simplicity, such diagrams (after also removing vertices of degree 2) will be referred to as simply R-diagrams.
If D, and D, are adjacent regions in an R-diagram, e is the common edge between D, and D,, and es, and (es,)-' are boundary cycles of D, and D, respectively, then 4(e6,) = +(e)$(s,) and 4(e8,) = 4(e)+(8,) are distinct elements of R containing the common subword 4(e). A word b E F is a piece relative to R if there exist distinct cl, c2 E F such that bc, and be, are reduced without cancellation and bc,, bc, E R. Thus interior edges of an R-diagram are always labeled by pieces.
The following non-metric small cancellation hypotheses will be used in the theorem below. For p a natural number, R satisfies condition C(p) if no element of R is a product of fewer than p pieces. Since interior edges are labeled by pieces, if R satisfies condition C(p), then a region of an R-diagram whose boundary contains only interior edges must have at least p edges on its boundary. For q a natural number, R satisfies condition T(q) if for every h, 3 I h < q, and every sequence r, , r2 . . . rh of elements of R either one of the products Hence if R satisfies T(q), then there must be at least q regions around any interior vertex, i.e. the index of an interior vertex is always at least q.
A stronger form of the RMI property will be needed. Let (I, I) be a linear order with no maximum element, X = X1 and F = FI.
Definition.
A subset R c F satisfies the remotely repeated maximum index (RRMI) property if for every non-trivial r = xr;xF; . . 1 XI"," E R (e, = k 1, and i, E Z), the maximum of i, , i,, . . . i, occurs exactly twice and r cannot be expressed as a product r = clb,b,c, which is reduced without cancellation where b, and b, are pieces and both occurrences of the maximum index are in b,b, (i.e. the maximum index occurs twice but not in adjacent pieces).
If R is a symmetrized set satisfying the RRMI property, then an R-diagram M has the property that the maximum index in the label of a boundary cycle of a region in M must occur exactly twice but never in the labels of consecutive interior edges (again since interior edges are labeled by pieces).
Theorem 2. If R is a symmetrized set satisfying C(4), T(4) and the RRMI property, then the normal subgroup generated by R satisfies the RMI property.
Proof. Let w be an element of the normal subgroup generated by R and let M be a (connected, simply connected, reduced) R-diagram with boundary cycle labeled by w. Let i* be the maximum index occurring in a label of any edge in M. Then, as shown below, the index i* must occur at least twice in the label of the boundary (i.e. in w), and so the RMI property is satisfied.
If i* occurs only in the labels of boundary edges of M, then either i* occurs in the label of some region D or i* occurs in the label of an edge that is traversed twice in a boundary cycle of M. In the former case i* occurs twice in the label of D since this label is a word in R and thus in either case i* occurs twice in the label of the boundary cycle of M.
Suppose i* occurs in the label of an interior edge of M, say between regions D, and D,. Then i* is the maximum index occurring in the label of D, (which is a word in R) so i* must occur in the label of another edge in the boundary of D,, either a boundary edge of M or a non-adjacent interior edge. Similarly i* occurs on the label of another edge in dD,. Working in both directions, a sequence of regions D_,, D_S+l * *. D,, D, * *. D, can be built up such that i* occurs in the label of the common edge between D, and Dk+l for each k, and (by extending to a maximal sequence) either i* occurs in the labels of boundary edges of M in both dD_, and dD, or i* occurs in the label of a common edge between D_, and D, (i.e. either the chain extends to the boundary or there is a closed loop, see Fig.  1 ). In the former case, i* occurs twice in the label of d M again. The latter case is ruled out as follows.
The union of the D,'s and dD,'s divide the plane up into an unbounded component and at least one bounded connected component and possibly more if some D, has a vertex in common with some later D,. (other than at the end of a common edge containing i*). Consider a minimal subsequence DkDk+l * * * D,. surrounding a single bounded connected component M' considered as a map contained in M. Applying the hypotheses C(4) and T(4) and a simple argument of combinatorial geometry will show that such an M' is impossible. By C(4) and because each edge of M' is an interior edge of M, each region of M' has at least 4 sides. By T(4), each interior vertex of M' must have degree at least 4. Except possibly for one vertex u,, of d&f (where D, and D,. meet), every vertex on dM' is incident with at most one edge of M -M' because the edges containing i* in successive D,'s are never adjacent. Hence by T(4), every vertex of dM' except one has degree at least 3. Now in the map M', take V' to be the number of boundary vertices, V" the number of interior vertices, V= V" + V", E' the number of boundary edges (E' = V'), E" the number of interior edges, E = E' + E", and take F to be the number of regions. From the above reasoning, C(4) implies since each edge is counted twice if the total number of sides of regions in M' is added to the number on the boundary. Similarly T(4) implies 4v" + 3(7/O -1) 5 2E since each edge is counted twice in totalling the number of edges at each vertex. .kEH,nEw} Then R satisfies C(4), T(4) and the RRMZproperty. Hence the normal subgroup of F generated by R (or by R,) satisftes the RMZproperty and (X; R,) is non-finitely generated.
Proof. The first step is to show that a piece relative to R must be a single letter xi or x,'.
Suppose there is a piece b of more than a single letter, say bc, = x,';x,,"xl';x,," is a cyclically reduced conjugate of (x~,,+~x~$,+~x~x~_:~+~)' and -1 bc, = x~x~~x~x~& is a cyclically reduced conjugate of (x~~,+~,x~.:~.+~,x~,x~.~~,+~,)~' but bc, # bc,. Then in the first case i, -i, = ?5 .3" or k6.3" and in the second case i, -i, = k5.3"' or t6.3"' so n = It'. The larger of i, and i, is 6.3" + k = 6.3"' + k' so k = k' and the exponent on this letter is -E = -8' so E = E'. Each of the four cyclically reduced conjugates of (x 3"+kX~:"+kXkX~.:"+k)E gives a different difference i, -i, so the conjugates must be the same, i.e. bc, = bc,, thus contradicting the assumption that b is a piece of more than a single letter. Clearly then, R satisfies C(4) and the RRMI property. Now to show that T(4) holds suppose r 1, r2, r3 E R are such that each of the products r1r2, r2r3 and r3r1 reduces with some cancellation, say ri = x&x~~'x~'x~~~' with i,, = i,, = m,, i,, = While not immediately obvious, an examination of cases reveals that this last equation cannot be satisfied by ni E w and d, = 25 or -+6, so at least one of the products r1r2, r2r3 and r3r1 is instead reduced without cancellation.
Hence R satisfies T(4). By Theorem 2, the normal subgroup generated by R satisfies the RMI property and so by Theorem 1 (X; R,) is non-finitely generated. 0
It is not hard to come up with more examples of non-finitely generated groups using Theorems 1 and 2. Variations of Theorem 2 involving less restrictive assumptions are also possible. Instead of pursuing these lines of investigation, it is time to return to the original problem.
The problem
It remains to apply the results of the preceding sections to the original problem of showing that for some group G and monomorphism (Y : G+ G the subgroup H= l-l,,, a"(G) is non-finitely generated.
Now H will be realized as a quotient of a free group of infinite rank contained in a finitely generated free group. The first step in the construction is to work out conditions on (Y so that H is such a quotient.
The second step is then to show that this H is indeed non-finitely generated.
Let F2 be the free group generated by x and y, pi = x'yi E F2 for each i E Z, and let E be the subgroup of F2 generated by { pI: i E Z} (note p0 = 1). For w E F,, crx(w) denotes the sum of the exponents on x in W, and a,(w) similarly for y. The next lemma is a well-known fact that serves as an appropriate starting point (e.g. see [2, Section 1.4, Problem 121).
Lemma 4. The subgroup E generated by {pi: i E Z} consists of all words w E F2 such that q.(w) = uY( w), and is a normal subgroup of F2. The set {pi: i # 0} is a free basis for E.
Proof. Clearly E consists entirely of words with equal exponent sums since E is = (x, y, t; xy = (x"y")", t-5ct = x3, tc'yt = y') . Now N fails to satisfy the RMI property relative to the natural ordering of the generators pi, i E Z -{0}, since for example x?rx6 =p_5pi1p_6pi1 = p_5p_6 E N. The key idea needed to show that H is non-finitely generated (and the key factor along with the requirement that E C y(E) * N in the choice of r) is that except for the fact that p0 = 1, N would satisfy the RMI property if p,, were kept as a placeholder (essentially because applying y multiplies indices by 3, conjugating a word in the pi's with alternating + 1 and -1 exponents by a power of x adds a constant to the indices, and products of conjugates of the resulting words preserve the RMI property, an observation which led to the results of the previous section). To make this precise, let F be the free group with generators {xi: i E h}, define 4: E-+ F on the free generators of E by+(pi) = xix;' (which also makes sense for i = 0), let fi be the normal subgroup of F generated by 4(N), and let fi = F/I'?.
Lemma 6. Zf I? is non-finitely generated, then H is non-finitely generated.
Proof. Assume H is finitely generated say by S C H. Then (4/N)(S) U {x0} generates E? (where +lN : H -+ I? is the homomorphism induced by 4) since x,x,'lfi= +(pJlN= (+IN)(p,IN) and piIN is in the set generated by S so xix,'lN is in the set generated by (+/N) (S) . 0
To analyze N now, let 9 : F+ F be defined by q(xi) = xgi. (b) fi satisfies the RMI properv.
Proof. Any w E fi is a product of conjugates of some wi E 4(N), say wi = +(ui) where each ui is the result of a finite sequence of taking products, inverses, conjugation, (in F2) and applying y and y-l starting with r. Because yekuyk = pklxkuYkpk, conjugation by y can be replaced by conjugation by x and conjugation by an element of E. In fact, since ~(x~ux-~) = x~~~(u)x-~~ and &,, -'(U)X-" = y -+3kU-3k ) for any u E E, each of the ui can be written as (y -l)m(~i) for some m E o, and ui in the normal subgroup of E generated by xky "(r)xPk (by moving y's inside of conjugations and y -l's outside). Now wi = $((y -')"(u,)) = (~-l)m$(~i), and again 7-l carries outside of products, inverses, and conjugates so that w = (q-l)mw' for some m E o and w' in the normal subgroup of F generated by +(ui), or more simply, generated by This R, is the same set of relators considered in the last section. By Lemma 3 then a,, satisfies the RMI property. If 3 fails this property, say w E (q-')"(a,,) has a unique maximum index, then q"(w) E GO also has a unique maximum index (since each index is multiplied by 3"') contradicting the RMI property for fiO. Hence A also satisfies the RMI property. 0
The result of these analyses then is the following:
Theorem 8. There exists a finitely generated group G and a monomorphism (Y : G+ G such that the subgroup H = n nEw a"(G) is non-finitely generated. In fact, taking the ascending HNN-extension of G to be G* = (x, y, t; xy = (x"y")', t-'xt = x3, tt'yt = y') works.
Proof. Lemma 7(b) shows that fi satisfies the RMI property so by Theorem 1 F/i? = E? is non-finitely generated and thus by Lemma 6 so is H. Cl
Conclusion
The problem posed in the introduction has led to the consideration of a number of different aspects of group presentations. The basic idea for showing that a quotient of the free group is non-finitely generated, as formalized in Theorem l(a), actually turns out to give a characterization of non-finitely generated groups (Theorem l(b) ). Small cancellation theory was used to apply this characterization to the problem (and was partially reinvented in working on the problem which perhaps indicates that it is the right kind of tool for creating such examples).
Having an explicit presentation was especially useful in the last section for directly computing the homomorphisms and subgroups involved. These different aspects combine to provide an instructive solution to an interesting problem.
